
What is SIL?

A Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is a measure of safety for a given protective function.  Specifically, the extent
to which the end user can expect the protective function to perform, and in the case of a failure, fail in a
safe manner?  This protective function is known as the Safety Instrumented Function (SIF).  A Safety
Instrumented System (SIS) is a collection of components (field devices and logic server) that execute one
or more SIFs.  In order to define the required SIL value, the SIF's must be well defined and have
undergone a Safety Analysis.  Note that the SIL belongs to a specific SIF, not the whole SIS.

SIF verification can be optimized by the selection of components certified for use at the desired SIL value.
For example, assume there is a SIF with a desired SIL value of 2.  By using components that are SIL 2
certified, this goal may be achieved.  However, it is important to note that simply combining components
certified for a given SIL level does not guarantee the process will achieve the specified SIL.  The SIF SIL
value must still be verified by an appropriate method such as Simplified Calculations, Fault Tree Analysis,
or Markov Analysis.

How is SIL different than reliability?

While the main focus of the SIL number is the determination of process safety, an important byproduct of
the statistics used in calculating SIL ratings is the statement of a product's reliability.  In order to
determine if a product can be used in a given SIF, the product must be shown to “BE AVAILABLE” to
perform its designated task.  In other words, how likely is it that the device in question will be up and
functioning when needed to perform its assigned task?  Considerations taken into account when
determining “AVAILABILITY” include: Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), Mean Time To Repair (MTTR),
and Probability to Fail on Demand (PFD).  These considerations, along with variations based upon system
architecture (i.e. 2oo2 versus 2oo3, or TMR installation), determine the reliability of the product.
Subsequently, this reliability data, combined with statistical measurements of the likelihood of the product
to fail in a safe manner, known as Safe Failure Fraction (SFF), determine the maximum SIL environment
in which the device(s) can be used.

SIL ratings can be equated to the Probability to Fail on Demand (PFD) of the device in question.  The
reciprocal of the PFD is known as the Risk Reduction Factor (RRF).

When does a Fire & Gas system become a SIS?

When an RRF greater than 10 is required.

How does SIL relate to individual components?

It should be noted that a SIL number applies to a complete function (SIF), i.e. the field sensor, the logic
solver and the final element.  It is therefore incorrect to refer to any individual item or equipment having
a safety integrity level.  An individual component can be certified for use in a particular SIL application,
but such a certificate constitutes only part of the verification effort, since the target SIL must be verified
for the complete SIF.

Frequently Asked Questions
SIL
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Why would a customer want SIL certified products?

Products certified in accordance with the requirements of IEC 61508 have been assessed by a third party
(TÜV) for use up to a specified SIL.  This assessment includes not only the FMEDA, but also software.

A third-party SIL certified product offers several benefits to the customer.  The most obvious benefit is the
product has already had its' reliability calculations performed and reliability statistics determined.  The
results are available for the SIS designer to derive the SIF SIL number.  This can significantly cut lead
times in the implementation of a SIS.  Another benefit is the reliability statistics have been validated by a
third party with expertise in SIL certification and reliability engineering.  Probably the most important
benefit to using a SIL certified product is the certification report.  Each certified product carries with it a
report from the certifying body.  This report contains important information ranging from restrictions of
use, to diagnostics coverage within the certified device, to reliability statistics.  Additionally, ongoing
testing requirements of the device are clearly outlined.

Who else manufactures SIL certified F&G detection equipment?

There are no other manufacturers offering fire and gas detection products that are third-party certified to
all parts of IEC 61508.

How is proven-in-use and FMEDA different from third party SIL certification?

FMEDA and/or proven-in-use reports do not check for systematic faults and puts the burden of SIL
verification on the purchaser.

Will the EQP be SIL certified and when?

The Eagle Quantum Premier system is scheduled to be SIL2 certified by Q4 2006.  The SIL2 product will
include the EQP controller (simplex or redundant), EDIO, X3301, and the PIRECL.  The other devices will
be listed as none-interfering.

What is Det-Tronics current SIL1 solution?

ELS safety system combined with the SIL2 certified X3301 and Eclipse.

What is Det-Tronics current SIL2 solution?

ELS safety system combined with the SIL2 certified X3301 and Eclipse.

I need a SIL3 system, what do I do?

There are various SIL3 logic solvers that can be used for a SIL3 system (Triconex/HIMA/……).  However,
to supply detection that meets SIL3, Det-Tronics is the only supplier of TÜV SIL2 certified flame and gas
detectors.  By installing redundant SIL2 detectors, SIL3 may be achievable.
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SIL2 solutions are too expensive.  How can the cost be reduced?

The TÜV SIL2 certified ELS logic solver combined with the SIL2 certified X3301 and Eclipse provide the
only TÜV SIL2 certified system for fire and gas detection on the market today.  The SIL X3301 and Eclipse
are priced only 5% higher than the non-SIL certified versions.  5% is a small premium to pay for a TÜV
SIL2 certified product.

Why is the list price higher for the SIL2 certified X3301 and Eclipse?

SIL certification is a major development and investment.  The products go through extensive testing and
strict procedures must be adhered to for product design and modifications to conform to the SIL safety
standard.  This equates to increased expenses associated with the product, which increases the cost of
the devices.

With the release of the September, 2005 price list, the list prices for the SIL certified X3301 & Eclipse
detectors are only 5% higher than the non-SIL versions.  We feel this offers the customer significant value
and incentive to use the SIL products.  Note that discounting is very limited on the SIL certified products.
Contact the Director of Sales for your region for additional information.

What are the main things I need to know when a customer requests a SIL fire and gas
system?

See the “SIL Questions to ask the Customer” Technical Note no. 76-1029.

What is Det-Tronics' SIL differentiation in the market place?

If a customer requires a certified SIL solution for fire and gas detection, then Det-Tronics is the only
manufacturer that has SIL2 TÜV certified products.  A SIL certified system is achieved by combining the
ELS logic solver, X3301 flame detector and PointWatch Eclipse gas detector; there is no competition.

It is important to note that the SIL certified products also carry all of the other certifications the non-SIL
versions have (FM, CSA, ATEX, etc.), so they still remain jurisdictionally inclusive.

Do we have access to the SIL1/2 addressable fire alarm panel from Autronica?

At this time only for Engineering and Integration by Det-Tronics nominated facilities - Minneapolis,
Houston, London and Singapore.

Who do we contact to perform a SIL evaluation/determination for a F&G system?

Initially all requests should be submitted to the Director of Sales who will contact Simon Pate for resource
assignment.
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Where can I find the MTBF's for both the Det-Tronics and non-Det-Tronics products for a
F&G system?

Contact Customer Service for Det-Tronics MTBF information.  All non-Det-Tronics product will be obtained
from the manufacturer or independent sources (OREDA, etc.).

What courses are available and which does Det-Tronics recommend for SIL
assessments?

TÜV, Exida or any nationally recognized courses.

Who does the SIL calculations for the Det-Tronics SIL systems?  How long does it take?
How much?

Who? - Det-Tronics Projects Group.
How long? - Depends on size of system.
How much? - Depends upon the length of time for engineering.
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